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• Learning	design	and	content	
build
• Recruitment	and	marketing
• Online	tutors
• Student	Advisors	
• Course	validation
• Academic	staff
• Admissions
• Academic- and	living	support	
services
MA	Advertising	Strategy	&	Planning
MA	Creative	Events	Management
MA	Writing	for	Script	& Screen
MA	Creative	App	Development
MA	Photography
PGCertHE
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BA(Hons)	Photography	(Top-Up)	
MA	Graphic	Design
MA	Illustration Rosie	Day,	MA	Photography	student
● To	develop	inquisitive,	innovative	
and	outward-looking
professionals,
● Able	to	embrace	multi-
disciplined	approaches	within	
the	making	and	contextualization	
of	their	practice.
● Strong	communicators,	able	to	
confidently	collaborate	with	
other	professionals	on	a	global	
scale.
● Able	to	sustain	the	quality	of	
their	practice	by	being	able	to	
analyse	and	discuss	their	practice	
from	a	range	of	critical	
perspectives;	including	historical,	
philosophical,	ethical	and	
economic	standpoints.
● Able	to	inspire	others and	take	
leading	roles	within	the	arts	
sector	and	creative	industries.	
Course	aims:
MA	Photography	Award	Information	Form	(March	2016)
Matus Duda,	MA	Photography	student
• Three	start	points	per	year
• 15	week	study	block
• Year-round
• ‘book	end’	or	‘fixed	first’	
design
• 6x	cohorts,
88	students	on	programme:
• Falmouth	– USA,	Hong	Kong,	UAE,	
EU,	Bali	(15	overseas)
MA	and	BA(Hons)
• 13	academics
• Falmouth,	England	and	Scotland	-
Tokyo,	Istanbul	
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1.	Hook	and	Discussion
2.	Guided	Practice
3.	Challenge	Activity
4.	Reflection
5.	Webinar
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